Khmer Keyboard Layouts and Transcoding to Khmer Unicode

There are four issues which I would like to address in this note:

I. Reasons a new keyboard layout will be required for Khmer Unicode
II. Transcoding from legacy encodings to Khmer Unicode
III. A Khmer letter pair frequency table
IV. The need to analyse Khmer keyboard layouts



I. Reasons a new keyboard layout will be required for Khmer Unicode
There will probably be a need for some changes to a Khmer keyboard because:

(1) Subscripts are not required to have separate keyboard positions: (a) a wider range of 
subscripts can be entered using the COENG character followed by a 'base' character and (b) it 
will be easier to type two separate characters (without helper keys) than it would be to type 
one character with helper keys (shift, alt, caps lock, option, or some combination of those).

(2) There is no need to type positional variants (for subscripts/superscripts) as those display 
details will be handled by the font (at the moment OpenType fonts).

(3) There is no need to type ligature forms of consonants or subscript consonants as those 
display details will be formed 'automatically' by the OpenType font

(4) There are some characters not present in most legacy Khmer keyboard layouts which are 
present in Unicode [the first two at very high frequencies]: (COENG, ZERO WIDTH SPACE, 
KHMER SIGN BATHAMASAT, KHMER SIGN BEYYAL, KHMER SIGN 
AVAKRAHASANYA, et cetera)

(5) Legacy Khmer keyboard layouts require separate typing of two vowel glyph parts for 
certain vowels; Khmer Unicode data entry permits one key to be typed for each such vowel.

(6) The order of character entry changes as we shift from glyph-based encoding to phonetic 
based encoding. For example COENG RO is no longer typed before the consonant after 
which it is pronounced.

II. Transcoding from legacy encodings to Khmer Unicode
For some weeks I've been working to transcode Khmer text from legacy encodings to Khmer 
Unicode with an aim of analysing Khmer Keyboard Layouts. With that hurdle overcome the 
next item to generate was a Khmer letter pair frequencies table.

III. A Khmer letter pair frequency table
This table shows a sample of about a quarter of a million Khmer characters (numbers and angle 
brackets <> are a bit overrepresented in this sample). It would have been nice to have taken 
the sample from the Chhuan Nath dictionary, but my transcoding is not yet sophisticated 
enough to distinguish between Latin and legacy Khmer characters. If you have a monolithic 
Khmer encoding of a large amount of straight text (and the font which created it), I would be 
happy to supplement these statistics with a wider sample.
http://www.bauhahnm.clara.net/Khmer/KhmerLetterPairFrequencies.txt

IV. The need to analyse Khmer keyboard layouts
Next I would appreciate information on Khmer keyboard layouts so that I could do an analysis 
of the balance and efficiency these yield in a Unicode environment.

In any and all of these points, I would greatly welcome participation of others in the 
programming and analysis functions.
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